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This conta.ins our of 

the results of an airborne and magne-

tic survey flown in the Sturgeon Lake Area, Ontario, 

on January 7 and 8, 1971. h brief description of the 

survey procedure together with recommendations for 

ground follow-up is included. 

The survey totalled 38 line miles and was per-

formed by Questor Surveys Limited. The survey air-

craft was a Super Canso CF-JMS and the operating base 

was Dryden, Ontario. 

The area outline is shown on a claim map sup-

plied by the customer at the end of this report. This 

is part of the National Topographic Series sheet num-

bers 52 G and J. 

l-lAP COMP ILATION 

T~le base maps are uncontrolled mosaics con-

structed from 1" - 1/4 mile Ontario Lands and Forests 

photographs. These mosaics were reproduced at a scale 

of 1" - 1320' on stable transparent film from which 
t 

white prints can be made. 

Flight r~covery was accomplished by com-

parison of the prints of the 35 mm film with the mosaic 

in order to locate the fiducial points. These 

are approximately one mile apart. 

Terrain olearanoe maintained 

, with the E.M. "bird" at 

1y 150 



A line opacing of 1/8 mile was used. 

INTERPRETATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This area is completely void 0;"-: any INPu'r 

anomalies. Therefore no work is r~commanded . 

. ' 



EQUIP~~ 

The aircraft are equipped with Mark V INPUT 

airborne E.M. systems and Barringer AM-IOI proton pre

cession magnetometers. APN-l radio altimeters are used 

for vertical control. The outputs of these instruments 

together with fiducial timing marks are recorded by means 

of galvanometer type recorders using light sensitive pa

per. 35 rom continuous strip cameras are used to record 

the actual flight path. 

(I) Ml\RK V INPUT(R) SYSTEM 

The Induced Pulse Transient (INPUT) system is 

particularly well suited to the problAnls of overburden 

penetration. Currents are induced into the ground by 

means of a pulsed primary electromagnetic field which 

is generated in a transmitting loop around the aircraft. 

By using half sine wave current pulses and a loop of 

la, ! turns-area~ the high output power needed for deep 

~!netration is achieved. 

The induced current in a conductor produces 

a secondary electromagnetic field which is detected and 

measured aftr.r the termination of each primary pulse. 

Detection is accomplished by means of a receiving coil 

towed behind the aircraft on five hundred feet of cable, 

and the received signal is proce.s~d and recorded by 

equ~pment in the aircraft. Since the measurements are 

in the time domain rather than the frequency domain 

common to continuous wave systems, interference eff~cts 

of the primary tranmmitted field are eliminated. The 

field il in the form of a 

in time at the termination 



proportional to the dimensions, the conductivi and 

the depth beneath the aircraft. 

The rate of decay of the transient is inverse

ly proportional to conductivity. By sampling the 

curve at six different time intervals, and recording 

the amplitude of each sample, an est:::'mate of the rela

tive conductivity can be obtained. By this means, it 

is possible to discriminate between the effects due to 

conductive near-surface materials such as swamps and lake 

bottom silts, and those due to genuine bedrock sources. 

The transients due to strong conductors such as sulphides 

exhibit long decay curves and are therefore commonly re

corded on all six channels. Sheet-like surface materialo, 

on the other hand, have short decay curves and will nor

mally only show a response in the first two or three 

channels. 

The samples, or gates, are positioned at 300, 

500, 700, 1100, 1500 and 1900 micro-seconds after the 

cessation of the pulse. The widths of the gates are 200, 

300, 400, 600, 600 and 600 micro-seconds respectively. 

For homogen~ous conditions, the transient de

cay will be exponential and the time constant of decay 

is equal to the time difference at two successive samp

ling points divided by the log ratio of the amplitudes 

at these points. 

(II) BARRINvER AM-lOlA PROTON PRECESSION MAGNETO~mTER 

The AM-lOlA ma9netometer which measures the 

total magnetic field has w sensitivity of 5 gammas and 

a range from 20,000 gammas 100,000 gammas. 

Because of the 

by the INPUT transmitter, 

on a 

intensity 



mitter is off. Using this technique, the head is ener

gized for 1.15 seconds and then the transmitter is switch

ed off fur 0.15 seconds while the precession frequency 

is being recorded and converted to gammas. Thus a magne

tic reading is taken every 1.3 seconds. 

DATA PRESENTATION 

The symbols used to designate the anomalies 

are shown in the legend on each map sheet, and the anom

alies on each line are lettered in alphabetical order in 

the direction of flight. Their locations are plotted 

with reference to the fiducial numbers on the visicorder 

record. 

A sample record is included at the end of the 

report identifying the method used to correct for the 

position of the E.M. "Bird" and identifies the parameters 

on each channel. Occasionally, a question mark may be 

shown alongside the anomaly symbol. This may occur when 

the response is very weak and there is some doubt as to 

whether or not it is caused by turbulence or compensation 

noise caused by large changes in the position of the 

"bird" relative to the aircraft. 

All the anomaly locations, magnetic correla

tions, and the amplitudes of channel numbel~ 4 are listed 

on the data sheets accompanying the final m,aps. 

GENERAL INTERPRETATION 

The INPUT system will respond to conductive 

overburden and near-surface horizontal conducting 

in addition to bedrock conductors. Differentiation is 

based on the rate of transient decay, magnetic correla

tion and anomaly shape with the conductor pat

tern and 



but these can be identified by reference to the mon

itor channel. 

Railroad and pipeline responses are recogniz

ed by studying the film strips. 

Graphi te or carbonaceous mat,erial exhibits a 

wide range of conductivity. When long conductors with

out magnetic correlation are located on or parallel to 

known faults or photographic linears, graphite is most 

likely the cause. 

Contact zones can often be predicted when 

anomaly trends coincide with the lines of maximum gra

dient along a flanking magnetic anomaly. It is unfor

tunate that graphite can also occur as relatively short 

conductors, and produce attractive looking anomalies. 

With no other information than the airborne results 

these must be examined on the ground. 

Serpentized peridotites often produce anGm

alies with a character that is fairly easy to recognize. 

The conductivity which is probably caused in pact by 

magnetite, is fairly low so that the anomalies often 

have a fairly large response on channel number 1, they 

decay rapidly, a.nd they have strong magnetic correlation. 

PUT E.M. anomalies over massive magnetites show a re

lationship to the ".otal Fe content. Below 25-30%, very 

little or no response at all is obtained, but as the 

percenta9t~ increases the anomalies become quite strong, 

with a characteristic rate of decay which is usually 

9re~ter thun that produced by massive sulphides. 

Commercial sulphide ore bodies are rare. 

those that respond to airbo:tne survey methods 

have ium to high conductivity. Limited 

are to be and have 
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Ift RODtlCTIOM 

This report contains a description of the 

flying procedure, the equipment used and our inter

pretation of the airoorne magnetometer survey. 'rhe 

map to accompany this report covers 38 line m.l.les 

in the Lake Area, Ontario. The Super Canso 

CF-JMS with a Barringer AM-lOlA Precession 

magnetometer was used for the survey. The operating 

base was nrvi1aft, Ontario. The survey was f lawn on 

January 7th and 8th, 1971. 

The area outline i. "Shown in a 1:250,000 map 

at the end of this report. Thi6 is part of the Nation

al Topcgrapbj"c Serie. sbeet nClt'lber 52 G. 

SURVEY PROCEDURE 

AZl approxima.te speed of 135 miles an hour was 

used at a terrain clearance of 400 feet. A normal 

S-pattern flight path with one mile turns was employed. 

An equipment operator monitored the instruments and 

logged the flight details. Navigational mosaics at a 

scale of 1'" - 1/4 mile ver'l! used for control. 

A line spacing of 1/8 mile was used. 

MAP COMPILATION 

The base maps are uncontrolled mosaics con

structed ,from I'" - 1/4 mile Ontario Department of 

Lands and Forests photographs. These mosaics were re

prodllced at a scale of 1" a 1320 feet on stable trans

parent film from which white prints can he made. 

Flight recovery was accomplished by com-

pari80n of the prints of the 35 mm camera film with 

tbe mosaic in ord.r to locate the fiducial points. 



DATA PRESENTATION 

A map of isomagnetic lines of the total mag

netic field is presented with contour lines every 50 

guaas. 

BARRINGER AM-lOlA PROTON PRECESSION MAGNETOMETER 

The AM-lOlA magnetometer which measures the 

total magnetic field has a sensitivity of 5 gammas 

and a range of 20,000 to 100,000 gammas. 

Because of the intensity field produced 

the INPUT tranami tter, the magnetometer results are 

recorded on a time shdrinq basis. The magnetometer 

head i~ energized while the transmitter is on, but the 

read-out is obtair .. ed during a short period when the 

transaitter is off. Using this technique, the head is 

energize,d for .15 seconds while the precession fre

quency is hE-ing recorded and converted to gammas. Thus 

a aaqnEitic rea.ding is taken every 1.3 seconds. 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESUL"l'S 

This ~mall area is comprised of several different 

rock types and with the aid of a geology map, an inter

pretation can be made and geologic contacts can be as

sumed. The basic rocks (gabbro and basic metavolcanics) 

are reflected as magnetic high areas while the syenitb 

and acid volcanics are revealed by magnetic lows. An iron 

formation also ~bows up as a linear magnetic high. 

The syenite, which has been mapped on the islan~ 

within the area, shows up aa a magnetic low and the sed

iments to the south in contact with the syenite are re

vealed by an area of hiqher magnetic intenSity. A 

inttusive alonq the aouthern boundary shows up as the 

hiqhelc "9ft_tiC anomaly within the area. The b •• io meta-



volcanics in the north-east portion of the area are 

indicated by a magnetic intensity between that of the 

syenite and the gabbro. 

D. M. Watson" 
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